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Create Remarkable Art out of What Inspires You!Get ready to create extraordinary mixed-media
art! This artful adventure is accessible to everyone, no matter your skill level. Whenever you take
a stroll through your neighborhood, travel or are just out in nature, you're on an artful adventure.
By learning how to actively collect and record what you observe and how you feel as you
explore, you can transform these experiences into inspiration for making your artwork truly
unique.Learn how to make ironwork in Athens into a reusable stencil, how to make the edges of
a natural geyser into colorful layers of textured gesso and how to imprint Alice's white rabbit on a
colorful art journal spread. Each art tutorial inside is designed to teach you to seek your own
inspiration and incorporate fresh ideas in your work.With Artful Adventures in Mixed Media, you
will paint, layer and collage your way to beautiful, meaningful art!Inside you'll find: • A basic
supply list, including how to build a personalized art-on-the-go kit • Tips and step-by-step
instruction for getting the most out of your artful adventure • Mixed media art techniques,
including collage, visual layering, textured painting, photo manipulation and even using
embroidery floss

“Combining superb scholarship, a palpable passion for his subject, and a singular sensibility for
the art of the moving image, Thomas Lamarre has produced a landmark work in cultural theory
and media history. The Anime Machine navigates the intercultural and transmedia complexities
of the worlds of anime with expertise and originality. Everyone from the anime enthusiast to the
philosopher will come away with a heightened appreciation of one of the defining art forms of our
era.” —Brian Massumi, author of Parables for the Virtual“With the help of thinkers such as
Deleuze and Guattari, Thomas Lamarre identifies in anime an originary machinic force, one that
traverses both animation and cinema, with a capacity for heteropoeisis through technological
practices. This is an inspiringly sophisticated and imaginative book.” —Rey Chow, author of
Sentimental Fabulations, Contemporary Chinese Films --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorThomas Lamarre teaches East Asian studies, art history,
and communication studies at McGill University. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.
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ARTFUL ADVENTURESIN MIXED MEDIAART AND TECHNIQUES INSPIRED BY
OBSERVATION AND EXPERIENCENATHALIE KALBACHCINCINNATI, OHIOThank you for
purchasing this Artist Network eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive special offers,
access to free content, and information on the latest new releases and must-have art resources!
Plus, receive a coupon code to use on your first purchase from NorthLightShop.com for signing
up.or visit us online to sign up atDedicationTo Jim, my husband and biggest cheerer-upper! You
amaze me.—Love, NatContentsSpecial OffersINTRODUCTION1 GATHERING THE BASIC
SUPPLIES2 DRAWING INSPIRATION FROM CITIES AND TOWN CENTERS3 GETTING IN
TOUCH WITH NATURE4 TAKING IN NEW EXPERIENCES WHILE TRAVELING5 VISITING
ART MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES FOR INSPIRATION6 LETTING BOOKS AND MOVIES
SPEAK TO YOU7 OBSERVING PEOPLE FOR INSPIRATION8 ABSORBING ART MADE BY
FRIENDSABOUT THE AUTHORACKNOWLEDGMENTSIntroductionWe all know the moment
when we hit a creative block in a project. Many times when this happens to me, I leave my studio
and go for a walk through the neighborhood to get a change of scenery, and I hope I’ll return with
my mind refreshed and ready to let inspiration strike.Frequently, during those walks, what I need
emerges. As I wander, something will catch my eye: a manhole cover with a grid-like design, a
door with unusual hardware, or graffiti on a wall. I take pictures with my phone’s camera, and
when I look through the photos later, the manhole cover—or whatever—catches my interest
once again.I print out the photo and study the pattern; I trace it and let it sit on my desk. The next
day, when adding a layer to the canvas that has me stumped, I incorporate elements of the
pattern from the manhole into my painting—not by copying it, but by transforming it into
something different. Combined with other sources of inspiration, I suddenly have something new
that appeals to me and feels personal. I’m excited and elated about my idea and my
work.Moments like this happen over and over again, and it’s fascinating that something as
simple as a walk can spark ideas for your artwork. So how does it work?By combining skill and
inspiration, we unleash hidden creativity and transform our artwork into something unique. While
skills are the tools used to create, inspiration is the creative nutrition for our artwork. Skill is not a
substitute for inspiration, but mastering our skills can help us when inspiration strikes.But where
do new ideas, the essence for inspiration, come from? For me, it all starts with observation,
followed by the collection of ideas, then the transformation into something new: the artwork. I
collect, note, record, sketch and write what I experience and see. Then I revisit and review my
notes, often by turning them into blog posts, like the “Stroll Through the Hood” series. When I go
to museums, I create “Art Stroll” posts, or after I travel, I write “Inspired By” posts.These are
personal ways of vetting the ideas these experiences can spark. While I write, I think about how
to translate my observations into my artwork, oftentimes by leaving my comfort zone, and then,
last but not least and most importantly, I make art!HAMBURG HARBOURNathalie
KalbachAcrylic paint, acrylic ink, and spray paint on canvas12" × 9" (30cm × 23cm)Inspired by



the daily changing scenery of the Hamburg Harbor, located in the middle of the city.Artful
AdventuresThis book strives to help you prepare and seek inspiration and to incorporate found
inspiration into your own personal artwork.To break it down, here are the five things that I believe
are most relevant for inspiration in art:1. Everyone can be creative.There is this myth of the
genius artist who gets inspiration for artwork in a surprising moment like a lightning bolt, but
rarely is that the case. Most artists are ordinary people who aren’t divinely struck and inspired
out of nowhere to create art. They work at it. New creative ideas stem from something existing.
They come to life when artists spot other ideas, observe the world around them and are
stimulated by something new, whether in a positive or negative way. Be prepared to observe.2.
Embrace what you observe and how you feel.It all starts with being open-minded and
recognizing that anything can be inspirational, that everything can spark new ideas. Whenever
you stroll through your neighborhood, travel, are out in nature, visit a museum, watch a movie,
read a book, or talk to people, you are opening yourself to endless possibilities. Inspiration is all
around us, you have to be ready for it and collect it—loads of it. You need to make this a daily
habit.3. Love it or list it: Find what appeals or doesn’t appeal to you.Listen actively to your own
thoughts and responses whenever you observe something. Take note of it. When you stay alert
and pay attention to how you react to your observations, you open yourself to new ideas. Revisit
your notes and tend to them like little seeds that could flower into something stunning. Connect
the dots and let your mind wander until unrelated ideas form a new and interesting one that is
worth going after.4. Imperfection takes bravery.Translating inspiration into artwork is about
reacting to an emotional response. Don’t think about what it is, but rather about what it could be;
it rarely looks like what you imagined. Don’t cheat yourself out of the liberating process of art-
making by limiting yourself to perfection. You must create art if you want to thrive in your
development: good art, bad art, ugly art or disastrous art. Learn through your failures. Develop
an imagination of the possible with each layer you create in your artwork, and stay open to being
like the blue jay on my terrace that picks up sparkly objects and rearranges what’s in my
planters. I like to think of it this way: Creating art is an argument you’re attempting to work out
rather than battle. Be brave and work it out!5. If it feels good—do it!Don’t think about how others
might receive your artwork. Make art that you care about and that feels good for you. And, again,
make a lot of if it. Just do it!LA BOCANathalie KalbachAcrylic paint, acrylic ink, marker, charcoal,
and collage elements on canvas12" × 9" (30cm × 23cm)Inspired by the colorful neighborhood of
La Boca in Buenos Aires, Argentina.1Gathering the Basic SuppliesYou can get by with a
surprisingly limited number of supplies to create artwork. The materials are not going to make or
break your artwork; it’s the story behind it and the inspiration that led to it that are most critical.
For that reason, my basic supply list includes items to gather and collect as inspiration as well as
an art supply list for creating the actual artwork.Versatile supplies with multiple uses fascinate
me. They bring out the researcher in me, the experimenter, the crazy girl, the one who wants to
know, to play, to create and to inspire others.The wonderful side effect of this is that whenever I
go into my collect-research-and-experiment mode, the supplies themselves often provide the



inspiration.Without further ado, please meet some of my favorite basic supplies.Nathalie’s
messy workspaceSupplies for Collecting InspirationInspiration begins before you start creating
art. Art is everywhere, so be prepared to capture your inspiration and experiences. Integrate
these tools into your daily routine.Small NotebookI carry a notebook with me wherever I go. I can
write down anything noteworthy that I observe in my hunt for things to translate into my artwork.
My favorite notebook is a Midori Traveler’s Notebook. It’s small in size and has a sturdy leather
cover with an elastic band in the center that holds inserted premade notebooks. I use it not only
as a notebook but also as a travel journal. One of the Midori Traveler’s Notebook inserts is a
clear zippered pocket into which I stuff paper ephemera I have collected.Art-on-the-Go KitI carry
a small bag with me that contains a sketchbook and other basic supplies I use to make visual
records of whatever inspires me. I will talk about the art-on-the-go kit and its content in detail in
chapter 4.Camera PhoneMy smartphone is a constant help and rarely do I use it for its original
intended purpose of making and receiving phone calls. I use the camera daily to photograph my
artwork-in-progress and anything that inspires me. I download my phone photos onto my
computer at home and sort them in folders divided by source of inspiration: street art, city,
nature, patterns, etc. In addition to still shots, I also use my phone to record videos so I can
remember sounds and movements that inspire me.AppsThere are certain apps on my phone
that I use constantly, too:Notes: Digital note-taking for those times when a notebook and pen
isn’t the right choice, or when you want to be able to send notes via e-mail or text
message.Citymapper: I walk a lot and constantly take public transportation, at home as well as
when I travel. Citymapper and Google Maps have become lifesavers for me.Museum apps:
Many museums have their own apps that can be used through their free Wi-Fi system in the
museum to learn about their collection and special exhibitions. Oftentimes they provide self-
guided audio tours, and they’re a wonderful way to explore. The Museum of Modern Art app
even lets you create your own photographic collection of artwork and encourages doing so in the
galleries where photography is allowed.Pinterest: Pinterest is a web-based photo-sharing
platform on which registered users can create digital pin and mood boards and share them with
others. It’s a great way to sort collections for inspiration (by theme, artist, museum, etc.).Art
SuppliesBelow is a list of basic tools and materials I use throughout the book, and which you will
use well beyond. I will delve into each of them in upcoming chapters.PAINT SUPPLIES AND
MEDIUMSAcrylic Gels and PrimersI used a variety of acrylic gels and primers in my samples
throughout the book: Liquitex Gel Medium, Natural Sand, and Glass Beads, as well as white,
black and clear gesso. Their properties will be discussed further in chapter 3.Acrylic
PaintsAcrylic paints are my favorite art medium because of their versatility. I love that they come
in different viscosities (thin, soft, fluid, heavy). They dry quickly, are permanent, can be used with
different mediums and are easy to clean up. For the projects in this book, I used mostly artist-
grade soft body or fluid acrylic paints.Acrylic InksAcrylic inks are fluid acrylic-based paints with
extra-fine pigments and are permanent when dry. They give a watercolor-like effect and can be
used in many different ways in your mixed-media projects, including painting, staining raw



canvas, fabric painting and photo tinting, to name just a few.Water-Soluble Wax BarsDerwent
Artbars and Caran d’Ache Neocolor II are wax-based pigmented sticks that are water-soluble.
They are creamy in consistency; the colors are very intense. Both can be used for paint
applications or mark-making and texture.SURFACESArt JournalArt journaling has become an
art form in and of itself for me. An art journal is also a great starting point to try out new supplies
and techniques. I talk about various art journal options and ways to use them in chapter
6.Canvas BoardsFor many of the samples throughout the book, I used purchased canvas
boards measuring 6" × 6" (15cm × 15cm) or 8" × 8" (20cm × 20cm). Canvas boards are an
economical substitute to stretched canvases. Cotton duck is mounted to a thin board, which
usually comes pre-primed with gesso.Corrugated CardboardI really like painting on corrugated
cardboard. I cut pieces from shipping boxes, then seal them with gel medium or prime them with
gesso. The rough texture and Kraft brown color provide interest.Hemptique Hemp
PaperHemptique Handmade Hemp Paper is made of hemp, linen and cotton. It has a wonderful
texture and is pliable like fabric. It can be used for watercolor applications, writing and drawing,
pastel and charcoal, and inkjet printing.Stretched CanvasStretched canvas is cotton or linen
fabric that has been primed and stretched around a wooden frame.PENS AND
MARKERSAcrylic MarkerAcrylic markers are some of the most-used writing and drawing tools
in my mixed media work. Liquitex Professional Paint Markers are my go-to markers for their
pump system and the different sizes and nibs available. They’re also a great way to travel with
acrylic paint.Bamboo Sketching PenThese pens are carved from bamboo shafts and can be
used with liquid ink. They’re great as writing tools or for easy drawing applications.Derwent
Graphik Line PaintersThese are my favorite art journaling and sketching pens because they
work beautifully over nontextured, acrylic-painted surfaces. They’re fine-line paint pens filled with
permanent, opaque, water-based paints. They can also be used for interesting wet effects
before they dry.PencilsIn addition to the standard no. 2 (HB) pencil, I love to use the softer 4B
pencil for mark-making into wet and/or dried paint.Sakura Permapaque Opaque Pigment
MarkersThese odorless opaque pigment markers are permanent and have a chisel tip for broad
marks at one end and a bullet nib for fine lines at the other end. They’re great markers to use on
surfaces like acetate, metal and glass (but they’re not permanent without sealer on nonporous
surfaces).Xylene Blender PenFor the transfer technique used in this book, I have found the
Chartpak AD Marker Colorless Blender pen works best. Only blender pens with xylene will work
for this technique because they’re solvent based. When working with these pens, you must
follow the manufacturer’s instructions: Work in a well-ventilated area and be careful that the
solution does not come in contact with your skin or eyes.ACRYLIC PAINT
BRUSHESPaintbrushes are one of my magic tools for painting, applying mediums and making
marks. They come in many shapes and sizes. Here are the eight acrylic paintbrushes I pick up
again and again for my artwork, and the sizes I prefer:Flat, Size 6Flat brushes have a square
end and medium-long bristles. They hold a lot of paint. I use them for bold, even strokes, to fill in
large areas and backgrounds, and for impasto. The side edges of a flat brush can be used to



paint fine lines and straight-edged lines.Filbert, Sizes 4 and 12Filbert brushes have a flat and
cat-tongued form with medium-long bristles. When used on the side, they create thin lines; when
used flat, they create broad brushstrokes. I use them to blend areas together or create soft,
rounded edges.Round, Size 6Round brushes have a rounded tip and are perfect for detail work.
They work best with thinner-bodied paints for filling in small areas and are great for
blending.Paddle Brush, 3" (8cm)My favorite paddle brush has a long-bristled flat tip and is the
perfect tool for big surfaces and even application of paint and mediums, as well as for
washes.Fan Brush, Size 6Fan brushes have a spread-bristled flat tip. They’re wonderful for
blending and feathering, as well as for many textural painting effects. I use them for collaging
because the fanned-out bristles allow me to push adhesive or mediums underneath the edges
of collage material to make sure it is spread evenly but thinly.Bright, Sizes 2 and 12Bright
brushes are short-bristled and flat with inward curving edges. I use them mostly on canvases
with heavy color, as they are good for controlled strokes. The flat part can be used for thick lines,
while the round sides can be used for thin line applications.OTHER MIXED MEDIA
SUPPLIESClear Transparency SheetsGrafix Dura-Lar Sheets are my go-to transparency sheets
for printing and other wet media. They come in different sizes and thicknesses. I prefer the 81⁄2" ×
11" (22cm × 28cm) size and always use the .005" (1mm) thickness for cutting stencils and
masks.Craft KnifeI use a PenBlade safety scalpel with a retractable blade. Keep replacement
blades on hand. Mixed-media materials wear blades out more quickly than simply cutting
paper.Discarded Key Card or Gift CardOld hotel key cards or gift cards with no remaining value
can be used as palette knives. They can also be cut and used as tools to create decorative
marks or textures.Palette KnifePalette knives are not only great tools to scoop out or mix paints,
but also to apply paint and create texture.ScissorsSmall Teflon-covered scissors work best.Artist
TapeAssorted tapes are a must. I keep tapes on hand that are low-tack, double-sided,
temporary and permanent.SandpaperI keep sanding blocks and sandpaper sheets on hand in a
variety of grits ranging from fine to coarse.Collage MaterialThis can be direct mail, maps, tissue
paper, fabric scraps, ribbon and buttons. See chapter 5 for more about collage
materials.Monoprinting Plate and Rubber BrayerThe monoprinting plate can be a glass, acrylic
or gel plate. My favorite monoprinting plate is the Gelli Arts Gel Plate. I talk in detail about
monoprinting and the supplies needed in chapter 4.Awl or Paper-Piercing ToolPick an awl or
paper-piercing tool that feels comfortable in your hand. They are available with short, round
handles as well as long, thin ones.Nathalie in her studioEmbroidery ThreadEmbroidery thread
comes in hundreds of colors. It’s available in cotton, silk and wool, and is often multi-stranded. I
choose my palette the same way I choose paints: What I like best finds its way into my
studio.Tapestry NeedleTapestry needles have a long eye and are easy to thread with multiple
strands of embroidery floss. The point is blunt, which means that holes need to be pre-pierced
with an awl or piercing tool for most mixed-media projects.Deli Paper, Waxed Paper, Parchment
PaperSold by the sheet and/or roll, translucent deli and waxed paper, as well as the slightly
heavier parchment paper, have many uses. I keep all three in my studio.Printer or CopierSome of



the techniques in this book require access to a printer or copy machine. Depending on the
technique, a laser or inkjet print or a photocopy may be required.Printing PaperMatte or gloss
photo paper and lightweight copier or computer printing paper can be used in mixed media.
What I use for each project is described in the instructions.
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Maura Hibbitts, “Great book for ideas, explanation of techniques, an insight into the artist and
inspiration!. Nathalie Kalbach has created a wonderful book that any mixed media artist would
love to have in their library. She includes a thorough description of materials she uses along with
an abundance of ideas and techniques sure to jumpstart your art or take you to the next level.
Many ideas are shared on ways to explore and observe both where you live and places you visit
around the globe, and then translate that into your own personal art. The book is filled with
practical hands-on ideas, quotes and visuals which I found inspiring. Nathalie has an easy way
of explaining things, for example relating colors to friends which gave me an "aha" moment as I
read it. She shares many personal life experiences and insights that have helped shape her as
an artist, which I thoroughly enjoyed reading.”

Mary Kay Schabel, “Great book to get you inspired you to create. Artful Adventures is a
wonderful book for artists of all levels. Nathalie suggests ways for us to find inspiration in
everyday things. Her explanations for doing mixed media art make it possible for even a novice
like me to produce some interesting projects. The pictures are beautiful!! As you are reading you
feel like Nathalie is having a personal conversation with you. I highly recommend this for anyone
interested in mixed media art. You can't help but feel inspired to play with paint, ink and stencils.”

Jeanne, “I recently bought the book and I am thoroughly pleased and happy with it. I recently
bought the book and I am thoroughly pleased and happy with it. So many comments and
subjects that were brought up are spot on for me. I have been a quilter for many many years and
recently have moved into mixed media using a lot of experience from the quilting world. One
particular aspect of the book I love is the enjoyment and inspiration from architecture. I highly
recommend this book, not only is it a "how to" book but it is also contains how to obtain and use
the knowledge of what you may find around and how you may incorporate it into your art.”

Inky Zebra, “Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned artist, you will enjoy Artful Adventures in
Mixed Media!. I pre-ordered Artful Adventures and it was well worth the wait! Nathalie has a
thorough knowledge of how different paints and mediums work together. You will be inspired to
try a variety of methods, helping you choose styles that speak to your inner artist. Your creative
juices will be fueled by the wealth of information she has provided in this colorful book. Her joy in
art is contagious! So grab your supplies and let Nathalie take you on an artful adventure that will
leave you feeling like you have just spent a glorious day with a wonderful friend.”

J Bryant, “Such a great book for Mixed Media!. I read the book all the way through and learned a
lot; then I managed to get to one of Nathalie's classes and found some more parts of the book I
needed to highlight the first time through! Great book for mixed media users (beginnner or
advanced).”



Ebook Library Reader, “Art Journal. I was expecting more techniques and less commentary , but
I did enjoy the book.  I believe this will be a book to read more than once.Judy”

M. A. Janicki, “She loved it.. This was a gift.  She loved it.”

J. Dunn, “Inspiring....motivational.....awesome new perspectives. Just received this book in
Germany a few days ago and after reading it, so inspired ...not just about the mixed media art
itself, but the art of observation and inspiration in every day life. It gives you so many new and
incredible perspectives....a new light on the way you look at things you observe in your
environment wherever you are. I am very happy I was able to get it. ”

Ebook Library Reader, “Buy this book!!!. I was so excited to receive Nathalie's book!! I have
taken many classes with her and I have loved the art created in each one but I continually get so
absorbed in the actual 'doing' of the lessons that I forget to record the techniques for future
reference. Now I have a lot of the techniques at my fingertips! It is easy to understand,
storyboard flows nicely and love the invited guests segments too.  GREAT JOB NATHALIE!!”

Jackie Smith, “Five Stars. Love it!!”

The book by Nathalie Kalbach has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 48 people have provided feedback.
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